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Our 2018 Sourcebook includes progressive 
modern furniture made from local Texas trees 
fallen for reasons besides making furniture.

Our company originates from a passion for 
beautiful and functional furniture.  Our custom 
studio furniture is a creative fusion of design, 
engineering, and craftsmanship.

We hope you enjoy these wonderful works and 
look forward to turning your desires into reality.
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IT’S UP TO YOU
Repurposed Texas wood, low and no VOC sealers, and a 100% 
American-made process.  Our process ranges from full custom 
to semi-custom.  Customers can handpick their own materials 
from our inventory, then choose from our selection of designs 
and finishes.  Customize a masterpiece that suits your style.

SIZES
Both standard and custom sizes available.

SPECIES

FINISHES
Made to order finishes available, let these examples inspire you.

COTTONWOOD       ASH      CYPRESS      OAK      ALDER        PECAN         MESQUITE         WALNUT

4TH EDITION
RED

SPRING
YELLOW

EMERALD
GREEN

SKY BLUE NICKEL COPPER GOLDLUCK SIGNAL 
BLACK

NATURAL
METAL

BLACKENED 
STEEL

STAINLESS
STEEL

Powder coating finishes available, highly recommended for commercial projects.
Restaurant grade finishes also available for long lasting durability and protection.

WHITE             ALUMINUM    NICKEL             COPPER           GOLDLUCK      BLACK             NATURAL         BLACKENED   STAINLESS      GRAY PEARL     STONE             BRONZE            CHARCOAL
    STEEL                STEEL                STEEL     
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BASES
Our Sourcebook features a  variety of past creations, but don’t 
let our examples limit your imagination when designing a 
base. With a passion for form,  function and problem solving, 
we are dedicated to conceptualizing unique designs and 
selecting materials and techniques suited for you.

Base selections are priced according to complexity and finish.
SCULPTURAL    $$$
ARCHITECTUAL    $$
CLASSIC               $

Work with us one-on-one to find the right furniture solutions for your space. 
Spark ideas from our catalog or send us your inspiration to bring your vision 
to life. The possibilities are endless.
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NATURAL VOID WITH GLASS

TRADITIONAL JOINERY
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STRAIGHT
EDGE

LIVE EDGE

CASCADING 
GRAIN

BOOKMATCH
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PECAN DINING TABLE 
Characteristics inspired by modern art with exquisite contours that convey both 
stillness and movement.  Live edge Pecan paired with the Wave Base 
(Sculptural Series) in Powder-coated Metallic steel, base also available in wood.
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WALNUT DINING TABLE  
Radiance through graceful inclining beams showcasing a natural void 
within book-matched slabs.  Walnut waterway table with gold Aurora 
base (Sculptural Series). 
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Oval Pecan Table, a true modern day classic with mirrored legs. 
Shown with the Task Base (Architectural Series) in polished metal.
Round Mesquite Table, distinctive balance supported by pristine polished metal X 
base (Architectural Series) and planked Mesquite top.
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GLASS TOPPED BASE
Distilling a rhythmical and energetic spirit paired with the translucence of a glass 
surface.  Alpha Base (Sculptural Series) in Walnut and Sand-blasted metal.
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Pecan Dining Table, brilliance and functionality formed by sophisticated intersecting 
beams. Pecan straight edge top and Blackened steel Star Base (Architectual Series), 
and live edge Pecan slab with Natural steel Star Base on opposite page.
Walnut Bookmatched Dining Table, dynamic and elegant, this butterfly shape 
embodies a graceful flutter with Blackened steel Wing Base (Sculptural Series). 
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Pecan Desk, crystal clear Acrylic legs steal the show with divine splendor.  
Acyrlic surface revealed through cut-outs (Sculptural Series).

Pecan Dining Table, this showstopper radiates innovation reminiscent of 1950’s 
and 60’s Moderism.  Shown with a Polished metal Jetson base (Sculptural Series).
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Pecan Kitchen Table, Understated design that’s a classic when paired 
with any top. Shown in live edge Pecan and Brushed Stainless Steel 
Task base (Sculptural Series).   
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LIVE EDGE WALNUT DINING TABLE
A statement of timeless elegance. Paired with Chrome 
Boatman base (Classic Series with premium finish).
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Live Edge Pecan Dining Table, paired with complimenting upholstered bench. 
Shown with Blackened steel Wing Base (Sculptural Series) and Cowhide, 
custom fabric upon request.
Pecan Table, dynamic form created by clean lines and vibrant finish.  Shown 
with Polished metal Bonnell base (Classic Series with premium finish). 
Cottonwood Dining Table, a statement of understated geometry. Shown with 
Natural steel Boatman base (Classic Series, opposite page).
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Walnut Dining Table
Simplicity, pure symmetry and inviting presence. 
Shown in Sand-blasted steel Square base. (Classic Series)
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LIVE EDGE PECAN, eye-catching conversation piece with chic 
and modern silhouette. Shown in Blackened steel Flying base.
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Crossroads Base, welcoming 
console with beautiful assymetrical 
cross beams.  Shown in Pecan and 
Powder-coated Aluminum.   
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CYPRESS ROUND
High character Cypress tree trunk sliver floats on clear Acyrlic legs. 
Featuring traditional bowtie joinery in contrasting Cottonwood. 
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Cypress Round, age revealed by tree trunk rings. Paired by elegant clear 
Acrylic legs to compliment the chunky live edge top. 
Block Coffee Table,  solid wood blocks assembled to create substantial body. 
Shown in Cedar at 60” long x 30” wide x 16” tall.
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Twin Tables, double the impact by pairing identical slabs to create a mirror image. 
Shown in Walnut with Acrylic (above) and Polished Aluminum (below).
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VOIDED WALNUT, gorgeous 
contrast between natural wood 
and clean modern edges. Both 
paired with Cube bases in an 
Antiqued metal finish.
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LIVE EDGE CYPRESS, eye-catching conversation piece with chic and 
modern silhouette. Shown with Blackened steel Flying base.
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Live Edge Walnut, clean and simple form conveys balanced harmony. 
Shown with Powder-coated White Crossroads base.
Rounded Edged Cherry, assymetrical top and base provides a fun, 
mid-century modern aesthetic for any interior.  Paired with Goldluck 
finished Palm Springs base.
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Cascading Grain Tables,
Live edge Walnut constructed 
with mitered edges to create 
beautiful waterfall grain finish. 
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LIVE EDGE WALNUT, packs an abundance of intrigue for its size.   
The power of two working together to create an interesting perspective.  
Shown with Polished steel Truce base. 
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Planked Walnut, joined at alternating lengths, this is a showstopper unique in design 
with an elegant finish. Paired with Mirror Polished Brass Lucky base.  
Live Edge Red Oak, classic in form made to be passed down for its simplicity and 
timeless design.  Shown with Red Oak Boatman base.
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Floating Shelves (above), solid wood and hardware.
Pecan Credenza (right), beautiful Pecan reinvented into unique 
storage. Versatile and easy on the eyes with modern steel facade 
and base. Made to order sizes available to meet your space, look 
and functional needs. 
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Westcoast Credenza, with minimalist design and clean lines, this credenza is functional 
beauty defined.  Shown in Walnut at 72” long.
Jetson Credenza, inspired by mid-century designs with wrap around grain that adds a rich 
look to its classic form.  Shown in Walnut and Polished metal at 60” long.
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SIDEBOARD WITH FLOATING HUTCH, a combination of executive presence, 
modernism and plenty of storage space.  Shown in Walnut, steel floating dividers 
and Acrylic handles.
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Mosaic Credenza, mingling Pecan wood grains make stunning, one-of-a-kind patterns.
Westcoast Credenza, the 2-door, 2-shelf design makes for a great use of storage space.  
The doors have Euro hinges and grooved tops for opening, shown in Walnut.  
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Dresser (top), Bedside Table (bottom), these paired mid-century inspired 
storage units are perfect room additions.  Bedside Table featuring custom 
LED lighting as an option.  Both shown in Walnut.
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MODERN MEDIA CABINETS, ultra clean lines and a perfect fit for tight spaces. 
These beauties are fully functional with plenty of room for storage and adjustable 
shelving. Shown in Walnut and Ebony finish (below, right).
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Classic Credenza, stylishly framed with mitered edges, the vertical grain doors 
show off nature’s repetitive pattern. Shown in Walnut with Acrylic pulls.
LP Credenza, innovative design that will compel you to start collecting if you don’t 
already.  This refined and unique conversation starter is the ultimate focal point to 
gatherings.  Shown in Walnut with Chromed base. Available with full or half fronts.
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Hacienda Credenza, the rhythm of organic elements through a live edge slab top, 
mitered edges and doors featuring a continuous natural grain. Shown in Pecan. 
Geometric Console, expressive geometric facade created with custom cuts paired 
with an understated Square Base. Shown in Walnut and Powder-coated Aluminum.
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ANDERSEN CHAIR, blending efficient design with modern style to show off the 
natural beauty of solid wood.  Its originality, naturalism and sleekness make it a visual 
treat in dining and living areas.  22” wide x 22” deep x 29.5” tall, shown in Walnut.  
Available with upholstered seats and backs, as well as bar height.
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Ana Maria Chair, contoured using layered plywood, paired with steel legs.
Upholstered Stool, refined assembly showcasing natural wood grain with your 
choice of leather, faux fur or your choice of fabric.  20” wide x 18” deep x 18” tall. 
Leisure Block, wood taken from single trunk exhibiting natural voids and traditional 
joinery. 15” wide x 15” deep x 18” tall.  Shown in Pecan (left) and Cypress (right).
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EYELET BENCH
Intriguing passages within steelplate legs. 
Shown in Cottonwood and Blackened steel.

EYELET BENCH
Intriguing passages within steelplate legs. 
Shown in Cottonwood and Blackened steel.
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Walnut Bench, minimalistic design and the enchantment of wood grain 
make this a mainstay. Shown with Blackened steel Boatman Base.
Cypress Bench, modern construction bring attention to natural knots 
and curls. Shown with Cottonwood base.
Walnut with Pecan Legs, simplicity and continuous negative space 
create a zenlike experience.
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JP Sofa, innovative sofa design fit with convenient side table, solid wood body, 
upholstered seat and back.  Shown in Walnut and Black Leather.    
Mod Sofa, rounded edged wood frame on clean, minimalist design.  
Shown in Walnut, custom fabric selection upon request.  
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Idea Lamp, efficiency blended with modern style to create an 
essential addition to your living space. Shown in Walnut with a 
White cord and steel base. 
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NOVELIST LIGHT, influenced by Scandinavian design showcasing clean 
geometry and playful pop of color. Shown in 30” long x 30” wide x 10.5” tall, 
shown in Walnut.  Multiple sizes available.
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Brass Novelist Fixture, this 4-bulb beauty creates a nostalgic look with exposed 
filaments, it transforms into a handsome specimen in its chosen environment.
Hanging Spiral, whether its the star of the show or just an accent in your living 
space, this hanging light dazzles from every angle. Loved for the movement each 
curve creates, 14” diameter and 10” tall.  Shown in Walnut (above and below).
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LIVE EDGE BAR TOP, 
The ultimate hospitality statement of slabs from 
the same trunk with gorgeous miter cut assembly. 
Shown in Cottonwood.
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VANITIES AND COUNTERTOPS, straight edge or live edge with custom 
measurements, wood species and finish. Shown in Cottonwood (above), 
Walnut (top left) and live edge Pecan (bottom left).
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STRAIGHT EDGE ISLAND TOP, 
Solid board assembly. Shown in White Oak.
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Cascading Grain Countertop, custom countertop with mitered edge showing off 
the gorgeous honey hues of Pecan grain. This sets up the perfect contrast to this 
limited color palette kitchen. 
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Straight Edge Island, custom cut Walnut with overhang. Wonderful way to mix 
textures and combine materials throughout your space. 
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LIVE EDGE TABLE, 
Book-matched community table. 
Shown 12 feet long in Cottonwood.
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Planked tops, solid hardwood tops that knock the socks of industry grade restaurant 
tables.  Exhibiting organic refinement that you can’t find elsewhere. 
Shown in Pecan, various species available.
Live Edge Pecan Community table (opposite page), most gorgeous way to share a 
meal and conversation with a group. Custom sizing, wood species and finish. 
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CONFERENCE TABLES, creating a space for conversation and 
collaboration. Shown in White Oak and Blackened metal. 
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RECEPTION DESKS, spacious Walnut and White Oak desks enhanced with 
decorative Blackened metal straps, and (opposite page, bottom) shown in 
Walnut with a Acrylic cut-out facade and LED back lighting.
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Stand-up Desk, sleek in style while adding the health benefits of standing. 
Available in standard or with adjustable-height feature for an ergonomic touch, 
shown in Pecan and black Powder-coated steel.
Floating Desk, exhibits the power of illusion featuring playful negative space 
under a floating surface. Shown in Powder-coated Aluminum with Pecan.
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Bearden Desk, Walnut with wrap-around grain. Plenty of room for 
documents and storage white featuring floating steel dividers.
L-shaped Desk, this multifunctional desk features gorgeous Pecan grain 
complimented by Goldluck finish.
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BAR HEIGHT CONFERENCE TABLE, modern workspace gives the freedom to 
stand and move around allowing for the activity that we all need. Shown in Walnut 
and Blackened Steel in a 14 foot length.
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CONFERENCE TABLE WITH PACIFIC BASE, captivating live edge Pecan at a 
jaw-dropping length and clear Acrylic legs. A dramatic statement that is sure to become 
a hub for production. Featuring grommet holes and built-in multimedia outlet box. 
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Industrial Reception Desk, sleek blackened Steel with high character Cottonwood 
joined at fluctuating lengths. This desk creates a signature greeting for any modern 
office space.
Pecky Cypress Desk, modern and industrial blackened steel base compliments 
natural voided wood (opposite page).
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AS SEEN ON4TH EDITION DESIGN AS SEEN ON...
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Austin, Texas
www.4theditiondesign.com
512-363-5093


